LIST OF 'A' ITEMS

Subject: 3501st meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)
Date: 18 November 2016
Venue: Brussels

Non-legislative activities

1. Draft Council Implementing Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to DNA data in Denmark
   13756/16 JAI 874 DAPIX 189 CRIMORG 140 ENFOPOL 376
   ENFOCUSTOM 174
   11219/16 JAI 674 DAPIX 118 CRIMORG 79 ENFOPOL 235
   ENFOCUSTOM 110
   9745/16 JAI 509 DAPIX 85 CRIMORG 43 ENFOPOL 167
   ENFOCUSTOM 77
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 09.11.2016

2. Draft Council Implementing Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to dactyloscopic data in Denmark
   13757/16 JAI 875 DAPIX 190 CRIMORG 141 ENFOPOL 377
   ENFOCUSTOM 175
   11220/16 JAI 675 DAPIX 119 CRIMORG 80 ENFOPOL 236
   ENFOCUSTOM 111
   9754/16 JAI 513 DAPIX 89 CRIMORG 47 ENFOPOL 171
   ENFOCUSTOM 81
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 09.11.2016

- Adoption
  13759/16 VISA 342 CHINE 10
  15470/15 VISA 394 CHINA 31
- approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 09.11.2016

4. Preparation of the EU-Ukraine Summit (Brussels, 24 November 2016)

- Endorsement
  14347/16 COEST 298 CFSP/PESC 922
  + COR 1
- approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 17.11.2016

5. Relations with Ukraine
   Memorandum of Understanding on a Strategic Energy Partnership between the European Union together with Euratom and Ukraine

- Endorsement
  14142/16 ENER 376 COEST 290 NIS 7 ATO 61
  + COR 1 (en)
- approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 17.11.2016


- Intention not to raise objections to a delegated act
  14158/16 PECHE 420
  13605/16 PECHE 388 DELACT 221
  + COR 1
- approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 16.11.2016


- Intention not to raise objections to a delegated act
  14218/16 TRANS 415 MAR 281 DELACT 232
  12903/16 TRANS 376 DELACT 207
  + ADD 1
- approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 16.11.2016


- Decision not to oppose adoption
  14233/16 MI 696 ENT 204 CONSOM 274 SAN 381 ECO 74 ENV 702
  CHIMIE 68
  13063/16 MI 628 ENT 184 CONSOM 237 SAN 350 ECO 63 ENV 650
  CHIMIE 57
  + ADD 1
- approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 16.11.2016
   = Decision not to oppose adoption
     14232/16 MI 695 ENT 203 CONSOM 273 SAN 380 ECO 73 ENV 701
     CHIMIE 67
     13062/16 MI 627 ENT 183 CONSOM 236 SAN 349 ECO 62 ENV 649
     CHIMIE 56
     + ADD 1
     approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 16.11.2016